By Muffy Sinclair

Climbing Mt Kinabatu

- My Birthday present

Last spring I had a chance to climb Mt Kinabalu on
the island of Borneo. My husband was invited
to climb and because of work obligations, declined. I offered
to take nis ptace and so toot< a long
with three of his colleagues. I can say without hesitation it
was one
:"t-tltltig:L'1?:d finlnatu.

Now everything I read on line about Mt Kinabalu told me
that I could probably
climb the 4100 meters (13,450 ft) to the top; in fact, the
articles almost
suggested it was a "walk in the park." I walk at least
5 km a day and take yoga and pilates. I don't' have any significant health issues
so I thought, ..I can
this!" probably the most worrisome issues were my
age (yes, I was turning 57) and altitude sickness.

After receiving some advice from my brother in the U.s. who
has done
some climbing and from a friend who had climbed Kinabalu,
I
invested in a
good pair of hiking boots to protect my ankles, and
feet. I also used a
walking stick which I rented for RM5 at Kinabalu. Both
-do
were invaluable to
me!

we started our climb on a crisp Saturday morning around gAM.
The goal for the first day was to
reach the lodge at Laban Rata, about 33b0 meteri
up the mountain. Although our group was preregistered, we had to sign in at the lodge and meet
our guide, Julius. we jlso nireo 6im to carry
the few items we wanted to take for our overnight stay at
Laban Rata. you can carry your own
gear but it can be a drain on your strength
and stlmina, especially at the higher altitudes. It is
well
worth the small expense to have your. guide carry your g.ur.
we had beautiful weather, crisp air, and sunshine most of the
day. Rain is very typical on Kinabalu
but it didn't arrive until much later in the afternoon,
It does make for very slippery hiking,
especially because of the steep slope of the path.
Most of us hiked in shorts and t-shirts, and then
added lavers
hrgher attiiuoes. you can ,". r. here in my capris
and
ll"
|jj""t|]t.::t-shirt
Y-:j.:-.11d
long-sleeve
and quilted vest, sufficient for almost
.;il;irrt'llv.

il

The first couple of hours of our hike were simply wonderful!
The mountain scenery is
beautiful, and surprisingly quiet. While we kept'a gooJpace,
we didn,t rush our hike.
we had a chance to appreciate the nature around ris, and
marvel at plan1.life and
foliage' I thought we would hear more birds or see small
wildlife but there were very
few creatures close to the path. There is a rest area
armost every 3/c-ki, where we
could get additional water, use a toilet, and just take
a few minutes to eat one of our
snacks. Most of us brought granora or power
bars, chocorui., uno perhaps some
fruit.
Some hikers reach Laban Rata by mid afternoon
but I needed more time. The
path was often very steep and steps might be
a foot to.armost b meter high.
Next time I'll spend.fofe time preparing -on a stair-master!
And of course, the
higher we climbed, the less oxygen in the air, and
thai also contributed to some
fatigue. The last two hours of my hike on thai saturday
were tough and my pace
was much slower than earlier, but I persevered and
made it to the loOle arounO
5PM. I was really excited to have made it that fart

ll

I arrived, most of the other 100 or so hikers were
waiting for dinner. All I could think about was a hot shower and a
fresh set of clothes. Yes, I felt pretty sweaty and grimy, and also
By the time

damp and cold from the light rain that had started recently.
Unfortunately, there was a problem with the hot water heater so I
took a very cold shower, layered up with fresh clothes, and drank a
lot of hot tea. The lodge is not heated and we all slept in bunk beds
in dorm rooms, each room holding anywhere between 4 and 12 people. The food was good and hot, and there was plenty of it. By BPM, I was ready for sleep. Some
hikers had no trouble falling asleep but I'm a light sleeper and the night sounds of the lodge and
my 9 sleeping roommates along with some anxiety about the hike at 2AM kept me awake for most
of the night

I felt like I had barely shut my eyes when it was time to get up and prepare
for the hike to the summit. We were all hoping the morning would be clear
so we could see the sun rise at the top. After a light breakfast, we donned
sweatshirts, jackets, hats, and gloves, and added headlamps to guide us in
the dark. The summit was very cold and windy so I wanted to make sure I
stayed warm. When we started our hike we immediately began climbing up
a wet, rocky creek bed, very slippery and hard to see in the dark. The headlamps were invaluable but it was still difficult to climb in the dark. I was
anxious about my ability to do this. I wasn't cold but I was tired from the
previous day's hike. I was afraid of over exefting myself to reach the summit (my brother calls it "summit fever")and then not being able to walk down
the mountain, all in the same day. There is no car transport up or down the
mountain. If you can't climb down, the guide carries you on his back. So
after about 30 minutes of hiking, I decided it was better for me to go back to the lodge and wait
for the other hikers to return from the summit. Our guide took me back to Laban Rata and I rested
there until about BAM when the hikers began to return.
My fellow hikers were pretty spent when they returned, They said it was very cold, very windy,
and you needed some upper body strength to hold on to the ropes which guided you up to the
summit, They said the challenge to continue is as much of a mental challenge as it is a physical
one. But they also said the view was breathtaking and for a few minutes they saw a brilliant sunrise
before the clouds moved in.

After a heartier breakfast, we started the trek down the mountain, hoping to reach the bottom by
2PM. I was so very glad I had good hiking boots and a walking stick. Going down the mountain
required much more careful footing so that you don't slip or trip on the rocks. I was already physically exhausted but I was also very nervous about falling so the stress of going down was much
greater for me and more mentally challenging. At times, my legs felt like jelly, and I sometimes
supported my body by leaning on the walking stick. It started to rain about halfway down which
forced us to be even more careful because of the slippery mud on the rocks. Yes, I was relieved
but also thrilled to finally get down the mountain.

I felt really great about how far I did climb.

Everyone was verf supportive to each other and there
great
people.
was
camaraderie among
And the mountain views were spectacular. I returned to
lohor Bahru tired but so exhilarated in what I had accomplished! It was one of the best presents I
could give to myself!

